
vacuum cleaner 
Compact + 
cats & dogs
Looking for a bagless compact 
vacuum cleaner to get rid 
of your pet’s hair?
Choose H.Koenig’s compact, bagless and triple A vacuum 
cleaner.

Thanks to its filtration system and its HEPA filter, it blocks up to 
99.95% of the particles present in your environment and helps 
you to fight against pollens, mites and all types of dust. 

Its accessories allow you to clean efficiently all your home and 
particularly your pet’s hair. Its grooming brush is designed to be 
used directly on your pet. This brush will avoid your pet’s hair to 
be scattered all over the house. 

It has a strong suction power and respects the environment with 
its triple A rating: energy class A, dust re-emission class A, hard 
floor cleaning performance class A. Its integrated power regulator 
allows you to adapt the suction power according to the types of 
floor. 

Bagless with its cyclonic technology, it propels dust
 and dirt directly into the transparent tank. 
No more clogged bags and reduced suction power! 

Compact and light with its aluminium telescopic tube, 
you can store it easily and circulate without difficulty 
throughout your home.

logistical details
QTY container: 1800 pcs
QTY pallet 1.80m: 30 pcs
QTY master carton: 1 pc
Packaging dimensions: 47 x 30.5 x 26.5 cm (L*D*H)
Product dimensions: 34 x 25.5 x 31 cm (L*D*H)
Gross weight master carton: - kg
Gross weight product: 5.77 kg
Net weight product: 2.80 kg
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informations 
Customs code: 8508110000
DEEE: 0.42 euro HT

EAN code 

stc68stc68

features
Multi-cyclonic bagless vacuum cleaner
Energy class: A
Dust re-emission class: A
Hard floor cleaning performance class: A
Carpet cleaning performance class: D
Noise level: 79 dB
Equipped to clean fabrics and animal hair
Easy to carry and store thanks to its small size
HEPA filter
Power regulator
Aluminium telescopic tube
Accessories: brush, 2 in 1 crevice tool, special turbo brush 
for pet hair, special pet grooming brush


